The interactions between parameters, model structure, and outputs can determine what inferences, predictions, and control strategies are possible for a given system. Parameter space reduction and parameter estimation-and, more generally, understanding the shape of the information contained in models with observational structure-are thus essential for many questions in mathematical modeling and uncertainty quantification. As such, different disciplines have developed methods in parallel for approaching the questions in their field. Many of these approaches, including identifiability, sloppiness, and active subspaces, use related ideas to address questions of parameter dimension reduction, parameter estimation, and robustness of inferences and quantities of interest.
Introduction
Both parameter space dimension reduction and parameter identifiability are, fundamentally, a pursuit of the underlying structure of a map from an input space to an output space.
This pursuit is an essential aspect of mathematical modeling, where a model is the map of interest. Indeed, different disciplines have developed methods in parallel for approaching dimension reduction, each with their own emphasis depending on the important questions of the parent field. Although much dimension reduction work has been done in the context of dynamical systems, many of the concepts and techniques apply to a wide range of models.
Identifiability, which emphasizes questions of parameter estimation (i.e., which parameters or parameter combinations can be uniquely determined from observed data), primarily grew out of statistics and engineering, starting in the 1940s and '50s, with applications particularly focused in pharmacokinetics [22, 32, 33, 48] . Since then, periods of renewed and more generalized interest have followed in the '70s and after 2000, particularly with advent of the differential algebra method for identifiability of dynamical systems [2, 6, 15, 19, 29-31, 35, 38-40, 45-47, 50-52] .) These methods often include parameter reduction approaches, often by either combining or fixing estimated parameters to ensure model identifiability.
More recently, in the early 2000s, the concept of model sloppiness was developed by researchers investigating dynamical systems in biology and physics, with the goal of developing reduced models with nearly the same dynamical properties by using differential geometry methods, like the manifold boundary approximation method (MBAM) [9, 24, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . Sloppiness concepts and techniques are closely related to the parameter reduction approaches seen in the identifiability literature and seek to identify sloppy (insensitive) and stiff (sensitive) directions in parameter space. Moreover, the reduced models identified by the methods should be able to generate the same overall input-output behavior as the original (i.e., given the same inputs, it generates the same outputs), thereby seeming to indicate that the original model was unidentifiable and, potentially, that the reduced model is identifiable (or closer to it). These connections have been explored in several papers, which have shown that, while connections to identifiability may not be one-to-one, sloppiness is a closely related concept [13, 18] .
Active subspaces is a relatively new approach that came out of uncertainty quantification and that seeks to reduce the number of parameters needed to approximate a quantity of interest, particularly in the case of large models [16, 54] . Larger models often exhibit challenges that may make more standard identifiability and sloppiness approaches difficult to implement, particularly when running the model is computationally intensive. Similar to both identifiability and sloppiness, active subspaces methods focus on understanding input-output relationships-how the model output changes as a function of its inputs or parameters-and on developing reduced models which generate a similar input-output structure as the original model. In the case of active subspaces, these ideas are framed around the idea of active (sensitive) directions in parameter space, versus inactive (insensitive) directions in parameter space. The inactive directions would seem to naturally correspond to compensation between parameters, potentially in an identifiable combination, while active directions might correspond to changing the value of the identifiable combination itself. In this paper we will examine this potential connection further.
Each of these methods has close connections to ideas of parameter sensitivities, which will form the basis of the links we will draw out in this paper. Indeed, some links along these lines have been drawn out in varying levels of detail for all three methods [16, [29] [30] [31] 57] .
Unidentifiability, sloppiness, and inactive directions in parameter space are each manifestations of insensitivity of the model output to changes along some direction in parameter space. Sensitivity analysis methods often focus on determining which individual parameters are sensitive or insensitive, but the generalization of this idea to a multi-parameter case can lead one to any of the three approaches mentioned here.
For more comprehensive reviews of these approaches to dimension reduction and techniques popular in each field, we refer the reader to [12, 16, 20, 24, 43, 57] . Here, we examine some of the underlying connections between identifiability and parameter reduction methods, in particular focusing on active subspaces and sloppiness. We show that some of the main objects and concepts in active subspaces and other parameter space reduction approaches can be framed in terms of a commonly used form of the Fisher Information Matrix which we will term the sensitivity Fisher Information Matrix (sFIM). While much of the material we present is a review or reframing of existing approaches, we hope that the translation dictionary developed here will facilitate cross-talk between these similar approaches. Finally, we illustrate how these concepts and approaches may interact in practice with a series of examples and case studies.
Framework and notation
We begin by setting up the framework and notation we will use throughout. We will consider primarily either algebraic equations or ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the form:ẋ = w(x, t, θ),
where t is time, w and v are functions, and θ represents the (vector of) parameters, which may in some cases include initial conditions, input variables, or other quantities affecting the model behavior. Here, x is the (unobserved) state variable vector, and y represents the measured (observed) outputs or quantities of interest. In many cases, one might also have known inputs or forcing functions which drive the model and be included in f -these would typically be denoted u. For non-differential, algebraic models, we will also use the same notation of state variables (x), observed variables (y), and parameters (θ). More generally, our notation will follow the following conventions:
θ -Parameters, input variables, initial conditions or other varied quantities. These are often denoted x in the active subspace literature [16] and p or θ in the identifiability literature. Here, n is the length of the parameter vector, θ = {θ 1 , . . . , θ n }.
x -Model state variables (unobserved), a vector.
q, y -Model output (observed) or quantity or quantities of interest (QOI). A QOI can often be viewed as the output of the model, and is a function of x, θ, and potentially time or other independent variables. In the active subspace literature, this is typically viewed as a scalar [16] , and is denoted q. In the identifiability and parameter estimation literature, the QOI might be a scalar in the form of the likelihood or sum of squares, or potentially a vector of model measurements or an observed trajectory of some function of the model variables (e.g., one of the variables scaled by a constant). If the QOI is a vector of measurements or an observed trajectory, it would more typically be denoted y in the identifiability literature. We will thus use q to represent a scalar QOI and y to represent a vector or continuous QOI.
f -Model map from the model parameters θ to the model output q or y, f : Θ ⊂ R n → R m . For scalar q, m = 1. In an identifiability context, f is the model map used when evaluating injectivity, which the input-output equations represent implicitly (described further in the next section).
Concepts in identifiability and parameter space reduction
A model parameter is said to be identifiable if it can be uniquely determined from the model output, and a model is identifiable if all of its parameters are identifiable. If a parameter is not identifiable, then the model output is either insensitive to that parameter, or the parameter is part of an identifiable parameter combination, meaning that, while the value of the parameter itself is not fixed by the model output, some function of it and other parameters is. For example, in the model y = (m 1 + m 2 )x + b with (x, y) pairs as the observed model output, parameter b is identifiable and, while parameters m 1 and m 2 are individually unidentifiable, the sum m 1 + m 2 is an identifiable parameter combination.
A common distinction in examining identifiability is between structural versus practical identifiability. Structural identifiability focuses purely on identifiability issues inherent to the model structure (such as in the linear example described above), while practical identifiability considers the estimation issues that come with real data (such as error, number or timing of samples taken, etc.). (In some cases, these two categories are denoted identifiability and estimability.) In the ODE case, structural identifiability is often framed as a best-case scenario wherein the data are assumed to be known completely (i.e., smooth, noise-free, and continuously sampled), although one can also consider structural identifiability when particular measurement times are specified. Structural identifiability of a model is a necessary condition but not sufficient condition for parameter estimation with real-world data [15] , since failure to recover parameters in the ideal case implies failure in the imperfect, i.e., real-world data case as well. More formally, we can define structural identifiability as follows: Definition 1. An individual parameter θ i in θ (Eq. (1)) is globally (also termed uniquely) structurally identifiable if, for almost all values θ * i and initial conditions, the observation of an output (y = y * ) uniquely determines the parameter value θ i (θ i = θ reducible or has insensitive parameters) [15] . Such a set is not unique; any set of combinations that generates the same field is an equivalent set of identifiable combinations, e.g., {θ 1 θ 2 , θ 3 /θ 2 } and {θ 1 θ 2 , θ 1 θ 3 } are equivalent sets of identifiable parameter combinations.
Many different analytical approaches to structural identifiability have been developed [11, 12, 15, 43, 45, 61] . However, analytical methods for identifiability can be computationally intensive, making applications beyond relatively simple models challenging [12, 45, 52, 61] . Of these techniques, differential algebra has gained significant traction and has been the source of a range of recent advances the field of identifiability [5, 7, 25, 26, 36, 37, 41, 42, 53] . By contrast, while most numerical approaches to identifiability provide only local (rather than global) information about the parameters, they are often more computationally tractable [27] . Many of these methods can be used to address both structural and practical identifiability, often by using simulated data (either without noise or with a range of different noise assumptions, depending on whether structural or practical identifiability is considered) [19, 46] .
Both structural and practical identifiability are often used in to inform parameter space reduction. One simplistic approach is to fix the values of individual parameters until the identifiable parameter combinations uniquely determine the remaining parameters, e.g., in the example with identifiable combinations θ 1 θ 2 and θ 1 θ 3 , fixing θ 1 = θ * 1 would allow θ 2 and θ 3 to be uniquely determined from the identifiable parameters. Another, more elegant approach is to restructure and reparameterize the model in terms of its identifiable combinations, yielding an identifiable form of the model [8, 11] . In the structural identifiability case, this is often termed a identifiable reparameterization. For example, a simple identifiable reparameterization would be to take the y = (m 1 + m 2 )x + b example above and define m = m 1 + m 2 so that our model is now the identifiable equation y = mx + b, with two parameters identifiable from (x, y) data, m and b. An example of a practical parameter reduction is the linear approximation of a Hill function [28] , where y =
V x x+K
. If all (x, y) data is in the region where x K, then this model becomes practically unidentifiable and can be approximated by the identifiable linear model y = mx, where m = V /K. These examples are extremely simple compared to most models used in practice, but they illustrate the concepts.
Parameter space dimension reduction based on structural identifiability takes advantage of the inherent structure of the model by reparameterizing only in terms of the structurally identifiable parameter combinations; the dimension of the parameter space is reduced but no information is lost. Viewing the model as a map from parameter space to output space, we can consider the fibers of this map (i.e., the sets of all input values that correspond to each output value or trajectory). If the fibers contain only one or finitely many elements (i.e., only one or finitely many parameter values can generate a given output), then the model is identifiable, or equivalently, cannot be structurally reduced in dimension. However, if the fibers contain infinitely many elements, the model is unidentifiable-or put in a dimension reduction framework, these fibers represent opportunities for dimension reduction, as they all yield the same output. The dimension reduction process can then be viewed as collapsing/taking a set of representatives of the equivalence classes generated by the model map from parameters to output. These reduced dimension models would be termed identifiable reparameterizations of the model in an identifiability context.
Practical dimension reduction, whether based on practical identifiability approaches or more general numerical approaches to the problem, identifies lower-dimensional models with output that is nearly indistinguishable, but not necessarily equivalent, to the output of the original, higher-dimensional model. In the parameter estimation context, this might occur because the collected data cannot distinguish (for some level of significance) between similar output trajectories associated with different parts of parameter space. Such problems can arise, for example, from excessive noise or measurement error or because of insufficiently generic measurement times-for instance, if one measures the value of a periodic function only once per period, the amount of information in the data for a periodic model is limited. Of course, this may be framed as a problem or an opportunity depending on the question at hand. As for structural identifiability, practical identifiability approaches to dimension reduction can find practically identifiable parameter combinations, although there may not exist reparameterizations of the original model in terms of these practical parameter combinations. The scientific (and philosophical) implications of practical dimension reduction, particularly in biological models, have been a focus the sloppiness literature among others [60, 63] . Practical dimension reduction is also used, as in the active subspace literature, to find computationally tractable approximations to to computationally intensive models. The focus in this context is usually not on the scientific implications but rather on the effective outcomes.
Dimension reduction depends not only the model but also on the output consideredparameters that are identifiable for one kind of observed output may not be for another.
This observed output might be a single quantity of interest (QOI), as is typical in the active subspaces literature; among the mathematical biology/dynamical systems literature, on the other hand, the output is typically a trajectory measured over time. If one observes a trajectory over time, then each data point could be considered its own QOI. Alternatively, one can aggregate the fit of the model output to all data points simultaneously in one cost function, as in the case of maximum likelihood estimation. The dimension reduction techniques will only identify parameter combinations that are common to all QOIs considered.
Hence, which QOIs to consider in one's analysis should be driven by one's question. In a periodic model, for example, do you want to find the parameter space that closely matches the observed output, or do you simply want to match the period and amplitude?
The sensitivity Fisher Information Matrix
Next, we introduce the sensitivity-matrix formulation of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM), which will underpin our development of the connections between parameter space reduction methods. This formulation of the FIM has useful identifiability properties [50] and has-like sensitivity analysis more generally-a long history of use in identifiability and parameter space reduction [3, 4, 10, 14, 15, 29-31, 49, 50, 64] .
, is the symmetric, n × n matrix whose (i, j) th element is given by
Remark. Although F is often simply called the Fisher Information Matrix in the literature, we want to distinguish between this object and the expected Fisher Information Matrix;
we compare and contrast these objects in a later section.
The entries of F are the sensitivity coefficients [17, 54] of our quantity of interest f (θ),
i.e., the partial derivatives of f with respect to each parameter. Sensitivity coefficients are the core objects of local sensitivity analysis, and they link naturally to questions of parameter space reduction and identifiability-if a parameter is insensitive, it is (practically or structurally) unidentifiable, and the model can be reduced. (Note that the reverse is not true: individual parameters may be highly sensitive but also unidentifiable).
For a univariate (i.e., m = 1) QOI, q = f (θ) , as in the active subspaces literature, F (f ) can be conveniently written as
where ∇f is the column gradient vector of sensitivities
For a multivariate QOI, y = f (θ), it is convenient to use the Jacobian
which is often called the sensitivity matrix in this context [15] , and write
Remark. Depending on the context, an analytic formula for f may or may not be available, and so the derivatives are often calculated numerically. Constantine [16] discusses some practical considerations in gradient calculation.
Remark. We note that the forms given for χ and F assume a vector of discrete QOIs forming y, while many definitions of structural identifiability use the full trajectory of the model as the output or QOI (i.e., with complete, continuous temporal and/or spatial information for the model). In such cases, we can typically approximate the full trajectory by taking very frequent samples (as would be generated in most numerical solvers), allowing us to numerically evaluate local structural identifiability. Alternatively, we may also define the output as being measured at specific times.
To understand why F is an important object, we first consider χ. The linear approximation of the change in the output f as a function of the change in the parameters θ can be written as ∆f ≈ χ∆θ.
In the early identifiability literature, f was said to be "sensitivity identifiable" if ∆θ was (locally) recoverable from ∆f [15, 47] . More generally, it has been shown that the rank of χ-or, equivalently, F -is the number of locally identifiable combinations, so that the model is locally identifiable when χ or F has full rank [17, 30, 31, 50] . Here, it is useful to think of χ as a map from R n to R m . The nullspace of χ at any point θ in parameter space gives the linearization of the structures along which parameters can move without changing f (indicating the identifiable combinations), so characterizing the nullspace of χ is one approach to the goal of dimension reduction. Alternatively, we could characterize the coimage of χ, that is, the quotient space R n / ker χ (also called the orthogonal complement of the kernel or the row space in the language of linear algebra). The rank of this space-which is at most m-is the number of identifiable parameter combinations, and finding a basis for this space identifies the linearizations of the parameter combinations.
Hence, from the perspective of parameter reduction, we hope that χ does not have full rank. However, from the perspective of parameter estimation, we hope that it does.
In practice, it is easier to work with the map F = χ T χ, which has the same nullspace and coimage as χ but also is square, symmetric, positive semi-definite, and, if full rank, invertible and positive definite. As noted above, if F has full rank at θ, then we say that f is (locally) structurally identifiable at θ. In many situations, F is nearly rank deficient, with one or more eigenvalues λ close to zero. Near rank deficiency is an indication of practical unidentifiability and an opportunity for practical dimension reduction. The sloppiness literature has called models sloppy when λ max /λ min is large. In this situation, certain directions in parameter space-corresponding the eigenvectors of the small eigenvaluesdo not greatly affect the value of f , at least relative to the change along the directions of the eigenvectors of the large eigenvalues. The notion of large vs small eigenvalues is ill-defined, which is a common complaint about the notion of sloppiness (e.g. [13] ).
The sensitivity FIM F (f ; θ), is a local object, as it depends on θ. It can be full rank in some regions of parameter space but nearly rank deficient in others; that is, practical identifiable parameter combinations in one region might be resolved into individually identifiable parameters elsewhere. For example, when measuring the sum of two periodic functions, the amplitudes of two functions may be difficult to distinguish if their periods are similar but easy to distinguish if their periods are very different.
The expected and sensitivity FIMs
Although we developed the sFIM above in the parameter sensitivity context, it is closely related to (and can be viewed as a special case of) a similar object encountered in the parameter estimation context-namely, the expected Fisher Information Matrix. In parameter estimation, the fit of a model to the available data z is usually measured by a cost function, often a statistical likelihood L(z, θ). Least-squares fitting falls into this category since, it is equivalent to maximum likelihood assuming Gaussian measurement error. In this context, we do not consider the fit to each point individually but rather to all points as a whole. Here, we are interested in shape of information near some parameter vector, typically the maximum likelihood estimate,
The expected Fisher Information matrix is an important information-theoretic object associated with a likelihood function L(z, θ) and is given by
Because I(θ) is integrated over the data z, it is dependent only on the parameters θ. The sensitivity FIM F (log L, θ) is a special case of expected FIM I(θ) when z has Gaussian error with mean zero and variance one [15] .
Given sufficient regularity, the entries of I(θ) can be written
Thus, the negative Hessian matrix of log L evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimatê θ (also called the observed information matrix), is sometimes used to assess parameter sensitivity and identifiability [34] .
The underlying connection between active subspaces and the sensitivity FIM
With the sFIM introduced, we now present the main objects used in active subspaces, framed around the sFIM. Unlike the local sFIM, the active subspace approach is more interested in the behavior of a function over large regions of parameter space. The active subspace approach thus integrates F over the parameter space with respect to some density ρ on θ (often uniform or Gaussian), to create a global object, denoted C in [16] . In our, more general notation, we can write C as
This matrix C, then, is average sensitivity FIM over parameter space and is a global object.
Unlike F , which has rank at most m, C is not similarly constrained and can have rank up to n. Active subspace analysis using C will capture unidentifiable parameters that are linear (or nearly so) over the whole space but will not find more non-linear parameter combinations, as we will see in the examples.
Eigendecomposition of local and average sensitivity FIMs
Because local and average sensitivity FIMs F and C are symmetric, real matrices, they have orthogonal eigendecompositions
The active subspace and sloppiness literatures have used the eigendecomposition of what we call the average and local sensitivity FIMs, respectively, to designate the directions spanned by eigenvectors corresponding to large eigenvalues as active/stiff and those corresponding to zero or small eigenvalues as inactive/sloppy. One could also call these directions identifiable and unidentifiable (whether practically or structurally so), although we will use the active subspace notation here. Again, the designation of eigenvalues as large or small has largely been relatively ad-hoc and driven by the questions of the investigators.
Denote Q a as the matrix whose columns are the active eigenvectors of C and Q i as the matrix whose columns are the inactive eiegenvectors. Then, Q a θ, which is called the active variables in the active subspace literature, are the linearized identifiable parameter combinations. Taking advantage of the decomposition [16] 
one can approximate f as
though, in practice, creating a response surface approximation for f through regression on the active directions may be a more robust and less computationally intensive choice [16] .
If all identifiable combinations are linear, then F and C will have the same eigenvectors.
If there are non-linear identifiable combinations, then the two matrices will have different eigenspaces and, accordingly, different approximations of f . The approach one uses should be directed by the scientific question.
The cost function as a link between scalar and vector QOIs
Both of the sensitivity FIM objects F and C introduced thus far can be considered in either the scalar or vector case, although researchers using active subspaces have reported difficulty or the need for further examination of using active subspace methods for vectorvalued QOIs [1, 16] .
However, the framing of C in terms of F suggests one possible option for a scalar summary QOI to be used when we are considering a relatively local analysis-the cost function (e.g. least squares, or other norms and likelihood functions). In the case of the local sFIM F , there is a natural link between the vector QOI where y is a vector of measurements and a cost function as the analogous scalar QOI, as follows: let F y (θ) be the sFIM for a vector of measurements y, and suppose we evaluate F y at a pointθ. Then, let us consider q(θ) = m 1 (y(θ) − y(θ)) 2 to be the least squares cost function using y(θ) as the 'data' (although we note a range of other cost functions would also work). The QOI q is zero at θ =θ, and will remain (roughly) zero if we perturb θ in an insensitive/inactive/unidentifiable direction for y. Conversely, it will increase as we move θ in a sensitive/active/identifiable direction for y. Thus, when evaluated atθ, F q (θ), should broadly be sensitive/insensitive in the same/similar directions as F y (θ).
Then, if we are considering examining C using a vector QOI in a region around some nominal set of parameters, the cost function or likelihood may provide a useful way to generate a scalar, summary QOI, although it does then tie one's QOI to a specific local area of parameter space. A similar approach could also be applied if one is working in a parameter estimation context, where the y(θ) might be replaced with the data set used for estimation.
Visual tools for parameter space reduction
There are several visual tools used to assess the parameter identifiability or opportunities for parameter space reduction. Parameter profile plots, developed to assess identifiability, is the gold standard for determining practical identifiability, and is not based on the sFIM.
Sufficient summary plots, on the other hand, are used to visualize results of active subspace analysis and are thus based on the average sFIM.
Parameter profiles
The profile likelihood is a visual tool in assessing parameter identifiability [44, 46, 62] that we will generalize here as the parameter profile. Conceptually, one tries to identify ridges and other structures in the response surface. This approach 'profiles' a single parameter θ i
by fixing the value of θ i across a range of values and fitting all remaining parameters for each fixed value of θ i either to data or to a model trajectory. The optimal cost function value at each value of θ i constitutes the likelihood profile for the fixed parameter.
The first step in profiling a parameter is to select a point in parameter spaceθ. In some contexts, this point will be the maximum likelihood estimate, though this may be generalized for broader parameter reduction questions to simply be a set of nominal parameters around which we plan to profile. Then, to profile a parameter θ i , we fix θ i at a value θ * i . Define θ j =i = {θ j |j = i} and
Remark. This definition of a cost function is useful for profiling parameters in the dimension reduction context. In the parameter estimation context, on the other hand, the cost function will be an assessment of fit to the data, typically a likelihood, and this profile is called a profile likelihood.
The cost function c is a map R n−1 → R + ∪{0}. Although we've defined c here to correspond to minmization of the L 2 norm, other metrics might be appropriate depending on the context.
That is, in the dimension reduction context, we are looking for the values of all parametersexcluding θ i , which is fixed at θ * i -that make the function as close as possible to f (θ). The plot of c(θ The parameter is said to be practically identifiable if the confidence interval is finite [8, 46] ; whether or not the parameter is practically identifiable can depend on the threshold chosen (much like the designation of active or inactive subspaces depends on the eigenvalue cutoff). When the cost function is a relative negative log-likelihood, 2∆ is given by the chisquared distribution χ 2 (1 − α, n) where α is the level of significance (α=0.05 for 95%
confidence intervals) and n is the number of parameters [46] , but the choice of ∆ in other contexts is more heuristic.
Perhaps more useful in considering parameter space reduction, often one uses plots of θ * j =i vs θ * i to identify the relationship between parameters in identifiable parameter combinations [19] (bottom row of Figure 1 ). By examining how the estimates of the remaining parameters change as we profile a particular parameter θ j , we can trace out the form of the identifiable combinations (as developed in [46] ). For example, if we have a combination θ 1 +θ 2 , then when profiling θ 1 , we would expect θ 2 to change in a compensatory way which preserves the sum θ 1 +θ 2 , as this will preserve the value of identifiable combination atθ (or fit to the data). However, as noted in [19, 46] , this approach is ill-conditioned when there are multiple parameters in a combination or multiple combinations. Any extra degree of freedom in a combination allows the fitted parameters to compensate for one another and avoid tracing out the form of the identifiable combination with the profiled parameter. For example, when profiling θ 1 , if our combination is θ 1 + θ 2 + θ 3 then there are infinitely many ways that θ 2 and θ 3 can compensate to maintain the sum θ 1 + θ 2 + θ 3 (and thus maintain the same fit to the data). The resulting profiled parameter relationships are often noisy or arbitrary, as there is a range of values for the unidentifiable parameters which will yield the same output in the profile. These issues can be addressed by restricting the set of parameters used for profiling to maintain appropriate degrees of freedom, such as using an sFIM-based approach [19] , as well as other methods [27] . Ultimately, one can plot the value of f against the identifiable parameter combinations, when they are determined.
Sufficient summary plots
A related figure is the sufficient summary plot, which is a plot of a single QOI versus one row of Q T a θ, that is, an informative linear combination of parameters/input variables [16] . This plot can be conceptualized as a rotation of a surface plot of the function q = f (θ) to reveal a (potentially) lower dimensional structure by viewing it edge-on.
In practice, one may generate points by sampling from the parameter space (e.g., Latin hypercube sampling or using the density ρ(θ)) and computing q at each point [16] . Because each row of Q T a is a linearized identifiable combination, the relationship between Q T a and q should be nearly one-dimensional. A sufficient summary plot is typically used as validation tool to confirm that the active subspace adequately captures the desired variation in the data. The sufficient summary plot can also be generalized to include multiple rows of Q T a by using 3D plots or heatmaps. In general, if there is a sizable eigenvalue gap after the first eigenvalue, one might expect a single-row sufficient summary plot to capture a univariate trend, while if the gap comes after the second eigenvalue, a two-row plot may be useful.
Examples and case studies
We illustrate the definitions and techniques with three simple, analytic examples where we begin to explore the strengths and weaknesses of the local and global techniques for linear and non-linear identifiable combinations. Then, we consider two real-world case-studies to highlight the importance of tailoring the technique to the scientific question. Code for each of these examples and case studies is provided on Github (https://github.com/ epimath/sFIM-param-reduction).
Example 1: Linear identifiable combination
The first example,
has a linear, structural identifiable parameter combination. This two parameter function is univariate, so a priori its inputs cannot be uniquely determined from its output. Because the identifiable parameter combination θ 1 + θ 2 is linear, we will be able to reconstruct it with these linear techniques.
Here,
and
Because f is univariate, the local sensitivity FIM F can have rank at most 1. Indeed, the eigenvalues of F are λ 1 = 2 exp(2(θ 1 + θ 2 )) and λ 2 = 0, with eigenvectors
as seen in Figure 2a . The rank deficiency of F indicates that f is not structurally identifiable, and ν 1 correctly identifies the identifiable combination θ 1 + θ 2 .
To find the active subspaces, we must define a parameter region and density. Let us take 
Like the (local) F , the average sensitivity FIM C is not full rank. Because the identifiable parameter combination is linear, the local and global techniques identify the same directions; the stiff/active/identifiable direction corresponds to the parameter combination θ 1 + θ 2 , given by ν 1 , while kernel is spanned by ν 2 , the sloppy/inactive/unidentifiable direction, corresponding to compensation between θ 1 and θ 2 . Moreover, the approximation,
is in fact equal to f (θ 1 , θ 2 ) (Figure 2b ).
Here, with a linear parameter combination, the active subspace gives the same answer as the local identifiability analysis. Both identify the linear, structural parameter combination, and we can successfully make a low-rank approximation of f . 
0). The gray contour is the set of points
If we were to profile on θ 1 , we would find that this contour is also {(θ * 1 , argmin c(θ 2 )}, and since min c(θ 2 ) = 0 along this profile, the parameter profile would be flat.
is identical to f (θ 1 , θ 2 ) because the identifiable combination is linear.
Example 2: Non-linear identifiable combination
Now, consider an example with a structural, non-linear identifiable parameter combination,
Again, this function is necessarily not identifiable because the number of parameters (n = 2) is greater than the number of outputs (m = 1).
Again, for any (θ 1 , θ 2 ), the local sensitivity F is not full rank. It has eigenvalues
2 ) exp(2θ 1 θ 2 ) and λ 2 =0 with corresponding eigenvectors
as seen in Figure 3a .
For any particular θ 1 ,θ 2 , this analysis will suggest that (θ 2 /θ 1 )θ 1 + θ 2 is a (linearized) identifiable combination. In this situation, we can recover the true identifiable combination through profiling. That is, we fix θ 1 at a series of values θ * 1 and determine the value of θ 2 such that
is minimized. In this case, profiling reveals a linear relationship between θ * 1 and arg min c(θ 2 ) when plotted on a log-log scale (Figure 3b ), demonstrating that
i.e. θ 1 θ 2 is an identifiable combination. Now, we consider whether we can create a one-dimensional global approximation for f using the average sensitivity FIM. We again assume that θ 1 and θ 2 are uniformly distributed 
In this calculation, C is full rank, but there is a small eigenvalue gap between λ 1 =23.8559
and λ 2 =0.64321, raising the possibility of a one-dimensional approximation. The active subspace is the span of
The sufficient summary plot for the active subspace ( Figure 3c ) indicates that, although there is some sort of structure, most of the variance is not captured by the active subspace alone. Indeed, the approximation
deviates a great deal from f ( Figure 3d ).
In contrast to Example 1, both the local and global sensitivity FIM analyses had difficulty because we are applying linear methods to a non-linear problem. Profiling can determine the form of the non-linear combination, locally, but the global analysis was unable to find the low-dimensional approximation. 
Example 3: Nearly rank deficient sFIM
Now, we consider an example with a nearly rank-deficient sensitivity FIM. Let
This function has a two-dimensional output, so, unlike the previous examples, it could be identifiable (and in fact is structurally identifiable because f is injective). But, because log(1 + θ 2 ) ≈ θ 2 for θ 2 near zero, we expect to find that θ 1 + θ 2 is a practically identifiable combination when θ 2 is small.
Computing,
The ratio of the eigenvalues of this matrix varies widely depending on the value of θ 2 . 
The matrix is nearly rank deficient at this point, and the eigenvectors suggest that we can only practically identify θ 1 + θ 2 from the value of f at this point. At (0.05,1.95), on the other hand, the eigenvalues are much closer, with eigenvalues λ 1 =2.96 and λ 2 =0.15,
indicating that the values of both θ 1 and θ 2 can be identified.
As a global measure, active subspaces will not identify local opportunities for dimension reduction. On the other hand, making system simplifications and creating a function approximation based on the local practical identifiability near the first point would not be useful for global approximation.
Case study: Cell cycle model
In this case study, we consider a cell cycle model developed by Gerard and Goldbeter [23] :
Reduced from their original model of thirty-nine variables, this skeleton model qualitatively reproduces cell cycle behavior in six variables and twenty-four parameters (Figure 4 ; see [23] for variable and parameter definitions). Cyclins are a family of proteins that, in complex with cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdk), drive a cell through the G1, S, G2, and M phases of the cell cycle. Transcription factor E2F and protein Cdc20 help regulate this cell cycle progression. Here, we consider one quantity of interest-the period of the cell cycle-and we ask whether we can find a lower dimensional structure in parameter space that predicts it.
Although our question is a global one, the model does not exhibit periodic dynamics everywhere in parameter space. Hence, we restrict our analysis to parameter values between 50-150% of the default parameters of Gerard and Goldbeter [23] . We sample 1,000 points from this restricted parameter space and calculate the period and estimate the gradient at each point. We compute the global sensitivity FIM C. Although the eigenvalues of C do not display a large eigenvalue gap at the top of the eigenvalue ladder ( Figure 5 The model we consider is often referred to as the SIWR model as an initialism of the compartments: susceptible, infectious, water, and recovered [21, 55] . Infectious people infect susceptible people directly with rate β I , recover from infection at rate γ, and pathogens in the water infect susceptible people with rate β W and decay at rate ξ (we note also that W has been re-scaled by the pathogen shedding rate α and decay rate ξ, which is why α does not appear in the equations, see [21, 55] ). The units for all human compartments (S, I, and R) are assumed to be as fractions of the total population at risk. A schematic of this system shown in Figure 6 and the system of equations iṡ
For our QOI/output, we take in this case the vector of measured cases over time, y = κI, where κ is the reporting rate multiplied by the size of the at-risk population. Following
Eisenberg et al. [21] , we define k = 1/κ and work with k (so that y = I/k), as it is often easier to estimate (k is bounded generally between 0 and 1, while κ is typically a large number ranging from the hundreds to the millions).
Using the differential algebra method, Eisenberg et al. [21] previously showed that the scaled form of the model given in Eq. (39) is structurally identifiable, and used the model to demonstrate that both a direct and indirect pathway was needed to explain the observed transmission dynamics for the 2006 cholera epidemic in Angola. However, while the model is structurally identifiable, they also observed that there are often issues of practical unidentifiability between β W and ξ [21] when noisy data is considered. Further, in the limit as ξ → ∞, β W and β I become indistinguishable, forming an identifiable combination β W + β I . As this happens, the model may also become insensitive to relatively small changes in ξ. In practice, these issues mean that depending on where one is in parameter space and the data quality (level of noise/variance, frequency of samples), the model may be practically identifiable, or unidentifiable in different ways depending on which dependencies between ξ, β W , and β I dominate.
We implemented the model using the parameter estimates given in [21] for the 2006
Angola epidemic (shown in Figure 7a , with parameter set θ = {β I = 0.256, β W = 1.21, ξ = 0.00756, k = 1.1212e − 5}). As in [21] , we let γ = 0.25 be a fixed (not estimated or varied)
value. We let the initial conditions be determined by the data, taking I(0) = y(0)k, and set the remainder of the population to be susceptible. To simplify our example somewhat, we use simulated data without noise (this can also potentially be useful in illustrating the more general aim of parameter reduction from a time series QOI, even if not working with data).
To illustrate the issues of unidentifiability as ξ → ∞, we profiled the parameters in both regimes-we first profile using the above parameters as ourθ (i.e. the model trajectory y(θ) is treated as the 'data' in the cost function and used for profiling). We then profiled the model with our nominal value for ξ 5000 times higher, equal to 37.8. In both cases, we took 20 data points, spread evenly between the start and approximate end of the epidemic.
As shown in Figure 7b , the model becomes unidentifiable, with an combination that has begun to approximate β W +β I (Figure 7c ). Indeed, as ξ increases, the rank of the sFIM falls from full rank of 4, to 3, and finally to 2 once ξ is approximately four orders of magnitude larger, indicating increasing dependencies between parameters.
Next, we consider how we might apply more general sFIM techniques beyond rank, given that we are considering a vector of QOIs (the time series y). We can evaluate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of F and C in the vector case, however the vector form of our QOI y makes examining sufficient summary plots (which are typically defined for scalar QOI) more complicated. However, as we are partially localizing our analyses, we will define a single summary QOI, q, to be the cost function minimizing the sum of squares (L 2 norm) between the current parameters and our trajectory at a set of nominal parameter values at the center of our parameter regime, denotedθ. This allows us to examine which directions in parameter space tend to maintain the same goodness of fit or the same model behavior as the nominal values (inactive/sloppy) versus tend to alter the model behavior/fit. However, we note that once away fromθ there will be many ways to attain the same cost function value that do not necessarily represent the same model behavior. Still, this QOI may allow us to use sufficient summary plots to examine the overall impact of the parameters across the time series.
We restrict our analysis to parameter values between 50-150% ofθ, sampling 500 points using Latin hypercube sampling (LHS). We note that while it is often preferable for sufficient summary plots to rescale the parameters to be within (−1, 1) [16] , we found that the identifiability relationships in the eigenvectors were better visualized if we took symmetric ranges but left the parameters unscaled (this was likely due to the fact that the identifiable combination sum between the two parameters is more easily captured without any multiplicative scaling on the parameters).
We first takeθ to be the default parameters described above. From these default parameters and our LH sample, we calculated four sFIM-related quantities, two local and two global:
• F y , the sFIM atθ calculated using our QOI y (time series vector)
• F q , the sFIM atθ calculated using the summary QOI q (sum of squares using y(θ) as the 'data')
• C y , the average sFIM calculated using our QOI y (time series vector)
• C q , the average sFIM calculated using the summary QOI q (sum of squares using y(θ)
as the 'data') parameters. The lower two eigenvalues capture the inactive/unidentifiable directions representing compensation between the two transmission routes and ξ.
For both the fast and slow ξ regimes, the similarity of eigenvectors with all four quantities (local/global, vector/scalar QOIs) highlights how active subspaces can be used to explore different regions of parameter space, and also how for more regional analyses, a costfunction based scalar QOI can be useful as a way of summarizing a vector or time series of QOI's.
Lastly, we ran the same four metrics, but with the parameters scaled and translated to be centered at zero (with a range of (−1, 1)) in order to examine the sufficient summary plots [16] , shown in Figure 10 . The resulting plots show a much stronger univariate relationship in the unidentifiable, fast ξ case than the default parameter case (consistent with the larger gap after the first eigenvalue in the fast ξ case, shown in Appendix Figures A2   and A3 ). Additionally, we generated sufficient summary plots by plotting Q T a θ for C y versus q (our least squares cost function)-while q was not the quantity used to generate C y , the sufficient summary plots looked quite similar to those generated with C q . Sufficient 
Conclusions and future directions
To conclude, in this paper we have examined the relationships between identifiability, active subspaces, and sloppiness using the sensitivity FIM as a common framework across each approach. By framing the active subspaces quantity C as the average sensitivity FIM over the parameter space of interest, we were able to examine how local/global and linear/nonlinear identifiability and parameter reduction tools can each generate useful insights into a range of real-world applications. The framing of these parameter reduction tools in a parameter estimation context also let us examine the potential use of cost functions (such as least squares and likelihood functions), as a summary QOI when dealing with vector-QOIs (such as for time series). We hope that the sensitivity FIM-based framework developed here will facilitate further cross-talk between different areas of identifiability, uncertainty quantification, and parameter space reduction. 
